Are you Freeman enough to
defend our country?

If so, ACT on this
information and mail to:

A-FACT

1025 W. MacArthur Ave. #111
Eau Claire, WI 54701
715-835-5939

Testify before state committees against
subversive organizations.
Vietnam coined the phrase, “There is a
VC in TOC”. Vietnam Veterans know exactly what that means. Today; it applies
to our public officials. We have many
Quislings within our midst, loyal to the
values of foreign nations, in all branches
of government.

o $10
o $15
o $20

o I am interested in being a member for:

o $5
o Other $________

Name__________________________________________________

Address________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

Phone_________________________________________________

Email__________________________________________________

Kruszchew long ago said he would bury
our grandchildren. The Soviets said
we would fall like ripe plums! Have not
families, communities and even states
already done so?!

A merican
F reemen
A		 gainst
C		 ommunist
T		 yranny

George Washington in his era said, “a
decay of public virtue has fed the hopes
of the enemy... cannot our common
country America, possess virtue enough
to disappoint them?”
From the Magna Carta to the Mayflower
Compact, and the Declaration of Independence Freemen have raised this banner of Liberty - God, Family & Country.

Tyranny begins where God leaves off.
William Penn
It’s A-FACT Wisconsin/America has TB
Goals of TB’s (Transmission Belts)
a. Destroy God +
		 b. Destroy Family +
			 c. Destroy property rights +
				 d. Protect Criminals =
					 e. Destroy Country

No, it’s not liberal, not far left,
not secular or progressive,
not socialism... IT’S COMMUNISM...
and evil is not dead!

Tyranny has many faces,
freedom only one.

I do solemnly swear that I will support
and defend the constitution of the United
States against all enemies foreign and
DOMESTIC...
Oath of Allegience
Such is the goal of American Freemen
Against Communist Tyranny. We recognize that the ENEMY WITHIN is far
greater than the enemy without.
Lincoln said, No invader could conquer
us or take a drink from Mississippi unless
aided by our own citizens.
A-FACT recognizes the four basic goals
of groups working from within to
overthrow a free nation.
1. Destroy God:
		 - Thereby the concept of inalienable
		 rights.
		 - Under terms like human and civil
		 the state determines your rights.
2.
		
		
		

Destroy the Family:
- Promote pornography, promiscuity
and homosexuality as normal,
natural, and healthy.

		
		
		
		

- The Russian Rules for Revolution
found after WWI (1919) call for
corrupting the young by getting 		
them interested in sex and sports.

		
		
		
		
		
		
		

- To say communist party
encourages sexual immorality is 		
to understate the FACT... the party
demands it... the party not only
encourages, it demands that 		
members engage in illicit sex acts
(Swallows and Ravens).
Julie Brown, FBI Agent

		 - Promiscuity has been raised to a
		 marxian principle.
Whittaker Chambers
(Exposed Alger Hiss - “The Witness”)
		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

- Of all the dispositions and habits
which lead to political prosperity,
religion and morality are
indispensable supports. In vain
would a man claim the tribute of
patriotism, who should labor to
subvert these great pillars of
human happiness.
George Washington

		
		
		
		
		
		
		
		

- Of such is the nature of the ACLU
along with the National Lawyers 		
Guild and the NEA. The ACLU Ph,
or is it pH factor (promo, promis,
and homo) is destroying America
from within. They are dividing our
country in to classes, races and
regions. (Atzlan)

		
		
		
		

- The ACLU is closely associated with
the Communist movement in the US,
and fully 90% of its efforts are in
behalf of Communists
1931 71st Congress Fish
Committee Report

		 - The ACLU is definitely a
		 Communist Front Organization.
CA Senate 1943
3. Destroy Property Rights:
		 - Transfer of wealth through
		 socialistic taxation.
		 - The IRS is based word for word on
		 the 2nd plank at the communist
		 manifest. (13th Amendment)
		 - The UN transfers wealth out of our
		 country. (North American Union)

4. Protect Criminals:
		 - Keep them alive and on the
		 streets.
		 - Blame others for their faults and
		 problems.
In other words, heck with God,
sleep with us and we’ll steal
someone elses money.

Socialism doesn’t work,
never has worked,
and never will work.

To carry out our
primary goal we will:
Publish a voting record on bills, promoting these goals. Subversive groups
promote them in order to alter and
abolish our founding principles of liberty.
(First of all by an all out attack on the
Founding Fathers.)
Interview public officials of interest on
the knowledge of the Constitution and
the enemy domestic. We are a
democratic republic, not a democratic
democracy.

